Background: Two manufacturers, Maxim Biomedical and Sedia Biosciences Corporation, supply US CDC-approved versions of the HIV-1 Limiting Antigen Avidity EIA (LAg assay) for detecting 'recent' HIV infection in cross-sectional incidence estimation. This study assesses and compares the performance of the Maxim and Sedia LAg assays for incidence surveillance. Methods: We ran both assays on a panel of 2,500 well-characterized HIV-1-infected specimens, most with estimated dates of (detectable) infection. We analysed concordance of assay results, assessed reproducibility using repeat testing and estimated the critical performance characteristics of a test for recent infection-mean duration of recent infection (MDRI) and false-recent rate (FRR)-for a range of normalized optical density (ODn) recency discrimination thresholds, alone and in combination with viral load thresholds. We further defined three hypothetical surveillance scenarios and evaluated overall performance for incidence surveillance, defined as the precision of incidence estimates, by estimating context-specific performance characteristics. Results: The Maxim assay produced lower ODn values than the Sedia assay on average, largely as a result of higher calibrator readings (mean calibrator OD of 0.749
vs. 0.643). Correlation of non-normalized OD readings was greater (
= 0.938) than those of ODn readings ( = 0.908), and the slope was closer to unity (1.054 vs. 0.899). Reproducibility of repeat testing of three blinded control specimens (25 replicates each) was slightly better for the Maxim assay (CV 8.9% to 14.8% vs. 13.2% to 15.0%). The MDRI of a Maxim-based algorithm at the 'standard' recency discrimination threshold in combination with viral load (ODn ≤1.5 & VL >1,000) was 201 days (95% CI: 180,223) and for Sedia was 171 days (95% CI: 152,191). Commensurately, the Maxim algorithm had a higher FRR in treatment-naive subjects (1.7% vs. 1.1%). We observed statistically significant differences in MDRI using the ODn alone (≤1.5) and in combination with viral load (>1,000). Under three fully-specified hypothetical surveillance scenarios (comparable to South Africa, Kenya and a concentrated epidemic), recent infection testing algorithms based on the two assays produced similar precision of incidence estimates. Conclusions: Differences in ODn measurements between the Maxim and Sedia LAg assays on the same specimens largely resulted from differences in the reactivity of calibrators supplied by the manufacturers. Performance for surveillance purposes was extremely similar, although different ODn thresholds were optimal and different values of MDRI and FRR were appropriate for use in survey planning and incidence estimation.
Background
The Limiting Antigen Avidity EIA (LAg-Avidity Assay) was developed by the US Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) for detecting 'recent' HIV infection for the purposes of crosssectional incidence estimation [1] . Two major manufacturers supply versions of the assay: Maxim Biomedical (Bethesda, MD) and Sedia Biosciences Corporation (Portland, OR), with both manufacturers currently utilizing multisubtype HIV-1 recombinant antigen supplied by the CDC. A third manufacturer, Beijing King Hawk Pharmaceutical Co. (Beijing, PRC), has recently entered the market, but without US CDC involvement [2] .
The Maxim and Sedia assays have generally been assumed to perform similarly, and users of the Maxim assay have mainly used performance metrics (mean duration of recent infection-MDRIand false-recent rate-FRR) estimated from calibration data produced using the Sedia assay [3] . A recent comparison of the assays, based on 1,410 treatment-naïve specimens, found substantially lower normalized optical densities (attributed to differences in calibrators) and consequently a longer MDRI (at the 'standard' threshold of 1.5) for the Maxim assay [4] . We present the first largescale independent evaluation of the Maxim LAg assay for surveillance applications, including a comparative assessment of performance relative to the Sedia LAg assay, previously evaluated on the same large blinded specimen panel by our group [5, 6] .
In order to assess real-world performance, we adopted the previously-proposed definition of optimal performance as the precision of incidence estimates obtainable using the algorithm under evaluation-implying a trade-off between MDRI and FRR [7] -in specified surveillance scenarios. FRR is inherently context-dependent, depending strongly on epidemiological factors such as the antiretroviral treatment coverage, abundance of elite controllers (spontaneous virus suppression) and distribution of times-since-infection in the surveyed population (see [8] ). MDRI largely reflects the biological properties of the test (i.e. the post-infection biomarker dynamics), but is also affected by the specific screening assay used in a survey to ascertain HIV-positivity, the subtype mix in the population, etc. We therefore defined three hypothetical surveillance scenarios, based on real-world settings, and evaluated performance of the Maxim and LAg assays under the assumptions defining the scenarios.
Methods

The CEPHIA Evaluation Panel
The CEPHIA specimen repository houses more than 29,000 unique specimens from over 3,000 HIV-1-positive subjects. The CEPHIA Evaluation Panel (EP) consists of 2,500 plasma specimens [5, 6] that were obtained from 928 unique subjects (1-13 specimens per subject), spanning a wide range of times since infection. Most specimens are from subjects with HIV subtype B (57% of specimens), C (27%), A1 (10%), and D (5%). The panel further contains multiple blinded aliquots of 3 control specimens (25 replicates of each), with antibody reactivity characteristic of recent, intermediate, and long-standing infection, to allow evaluation of the reproducibility of assay results, and moderate numbers of specimens from ART-suppressed and naturally suppressed (elite controller) participants to assess the impact of viral suppression on FRR.
The majority of subjects contributing specimens to the panel (68%) had sufficient clinical background data to produce Estimated Dates of Detectable Infection (EDDIs), which are obtained by systematically interpreting diverse diagnostic testing histories into infection date 'point estimates' (EDDIs) and plausible intervals of first detectability according to the method previously described [9] . EDDIs represent the date on which a viral load assay with a 50% limit of detection (LoD) of 1 RNA copy/mL would be expected to first detect the infection, and consequently MDRI estimates are 'anchored' to this reference test.
The UCSF Institutional Review Board approved the CEPHIA study procedures (approval #10-02365), and all specimens were collected under IRB-approved research protocols.
Laboratory Procedures
The CEPHIA EP was tested with the Maxim and Sedia™ HIV-1 Limiting Antigen Avidity EIA assays (Maxim and Sedia LAg, respectively), according to their respective product inserts [10, 11] . Both assays are microtitre-based with the solid phase of the microtitre plate coated with a multisubtype recombinant HIV-1 antigen. This antigen is coated in a limiting concentration to prevent crosslinking of antibody binding, thereby making it easier to remove weakly-bound antibody. Specimen dilutions are incubated for 60 minutes and then a disassociation buffer is added for 15 minutes to remove any weakly-bound antibody. A goat anti-human, horseradish peroxidase (HRP)-conjugated IgG is added and this binds to any remaining IgG; a TMB substrate is added and a colour is generated which is proportionate to the amount of HRP. An optical density (OD) is measured for each sample and this is normalized by use of a calibrator specimen. On each plate, the calibrator is tested in triplicate, with the median of the three ODs used to normalize specimen readings, producing normalized optical density (ODn) measurements.
The procedures for both assays are essentially the same, and both manufacturers source the recombinant antigen from the CDC as part of their licensing agreement. However, other components of the assay, such as the type of plates used, the control and calibrator materials, etc., were sourced or produced by the individual manufacturers. The testing procedure for both assays requires that specimens producing an initial 'screening' OD of ≤2.0 be subjected triplicate 'confirmatory' testing. The median ODn of the triplicate results then serves as the final result [10, 11] . In the Maxim evaluation, a small number of specimens erroneously did not receive the triplicate confirmatory testing (940 out of 952 that should have received confirmatory testing did and 12 did not). A simulation investigation showed that this minor protocol deviation did not substantially affect our results. It is further recommended that specimens producing an initial ODn ≤0.4 be subjected to serological testing to confirm HIV infection. All subjects contributing specimens to the CEPHIA panel were confirmed HIV-1-positive, and this step could be omitted.
Laboratory technicians were blinded to specimen background data during testing, which for each of the assays was completed in batches over a one month period using LAg kits procured from the relevant manufacturer at the same time.
Statistical Analysis
We evaluated a Recent Infection Testing Algorithm (RITA) which consists of a screening assay to ascertain HIV infection followed by a single immunoassay (either Maxim LAg or Sedia LAg) as primary recency marker, and a quantitative viral load. Recent infection was defined as an ODn below a tunable threshold, and a quantitative viral load above a tunable threshold. In addition, the RITA requires the specification of a cut-off time, denoted , with recent results obtained from individuals infected for longer than defined as falsely recent [12] . A large number of ODn thresholds are investigated in addition to the 'standard' LAg threshold of ODn ≤1.5. Performance without a supplemental viral load, and viral load thresholds of 0 (meaning that no threshold was applied, but analysis is restricted to specimens that have viral load data available), 75, 400, 1,000, and 5,000c/mL were investigated. We used a value of 2 years for throughout.
The performance of a test for recent infection in cross-sectional incidence estimation is reflected in two key characteristics: the MDRI and FRR. These characteristics and methods for estimating them are described in greater detail elsewhere [12, 5, 8] Briefly, MDRI is the average time an individual spends in the 'recent infection' state as defined by the biomarker or set of biomarkers, having been infected for less than . We estimated MDRI by fitting binomial regression models for the probability of exhibiting the recent marker as a function of time since detectable infection , and integrated this function ( ) from 0 to . Confidence intervals were estimated by means of subject-level bootstrap resampling (10,000 iterations). MDRI may be sensitive to HIV-1 subtype, which affects post-infection antibody dynamics [5, 6, 8] , so MDRIs were derived separately for different HIV subtypes in addition to an overall MDRI reflecting the CEPHIA evaluation panel, and 'blended' MDRIs (weighted averages of subtype-specific MDRIs) for each surveillance setting.
FRR (also referred to as the false-recent ratio) is simply the proportion of individuals infected for longer than who nevertheless exhibit the 'recent' biomarker. The precision of incidence estimates are highly sensitive to FRR, and in most cases values above about 1% result in poor precision. As noted earlier, FRR depends strongly on context, since viral suppression, either as a result of antiretroviral treatment or spontaneous suppression, frequently results in partial seroreversion which leads to the production of false-recent results on serological markers. Inclusion of viral load in a RITA (i.e. viral load less than some threshold results in classification as long-term infection, irrespective of ODn result) ameliorates the impact of viral suppression. It is important to consider a range of RITAs, in-cluding multiple ODn and viral load threshold combinations. In practice, a viral load threshold of >1,000c/mL is frequently used, especially when dried blood spot (DBS) specimens are collected for recency ascertainment, which makes quantification of viral RNA at lower concentrations difficult. Naïve FRR estimates (i.e., not adated to epidemiological context), and their confidence intervals, were obtained by estimating the binomial probability that an untreated individual would produce a recent result when infected for longer than .
To evaluate performance for surveillance purposes, we estimated context-specific MDRI and FRR in three hypothetical (but realistic) scenarios. The three scenarios were defined as follows:
Scenario A (South Africa-like epidemic): 100% subtype C infection; HIV prevalence of 18.9% (SE: 1.12%); Incidence of 0.990 cases/100 person-years (SE: 0.0004); ART coverage and viral suppression rates of 56% (SE: 5.6%) and 82% (SE: 8.2%), respectively; survey sample size of 35,000. Scenario B (Kenya-like epidemic): 70% subtype A, 25% subtype D, and 5% subtype C; HIV prevalence of 5.4% (SE: 0.36%); Incidence of 0.146 cases/100PY (SE: 0.039); ART coverage and viral suppression rates of 64% (SE: 6.4%) and 81% (SE: 8.1%), respectively; survey sample size of 14,000. Scenario C (North American key population-like epidemic): 100% subtype B; HIV prevalence of 15.0% (SE: 1.00%); Incidence of 0.5 cases/100PY (SE: 0.050); ART coverage and viral suppression rates of 90.0% (SE: 9.0%) and 90.0% (SE: 9.0%); survey sample size of 5,000. In all scenarios, we assumed that we were able to classify all treated subjects as long-term using ART exposure testing. Therefore, the FRR in treated subjects (both suppressed and unsuppressed) is 0. This is very favourable to the RITA, but we relaxed this assumption in a sensitivity analysis reported in Figures A.4 -A.6 in the Appendix. The screening assay was a laboratory assay with an average 'diagnostic delay' of 10.7 days relative to the 1c/mL reference test to which infection date estimates are anchored, as described above.
To obtain context-specific FRR estimates, denoted , we estimated FRR in untreated individuals by fitting ( ) for all times post-infection and weighted it by the probability density function of times-since-infection amongst the untreated population ( ), the latter parameterized as a Weibull survival function whose shape and scale parameters were chosen to produce a weighting function consistent with prevalence and treatment coverage, and normalized to recent incidence. We estimated the FRR in treated individuals, | , as the binomial probability that a treated individual infected for longer than tests recent. We then obtain a weighted FRR estimate as shown in equation 1 below.
where is the treatment coverage,
and
with and in equation 3 the Weibull scale and shape parameters, respectively. This approach was previously described in [8] and [13] .
While we have declared hypothetical scenarios in which epidemiological parameters are 'known', we demonstrate the procedure that would be recommended in real-world settings by taking into account uncertainty in these parameters. To evaluate reproducibility of FRR estimates, we bootstrapped (30,000 iterations) both the calibration data and contextual parameters, the latter drawn from truncated normal distributions with means and standard deviations as defined for the scenarios above.
Performance was defined as the precision of incidence estimates, i.e. the relative standard error (RSE) on the incidence estimate, given the epidemiological parameters, survey sample size (assuming simple random sampling) and test characteristics (incorporating uncertainty in these), estimated for each scenario using a range of ODn thresholds and supplemental viral load thresholds, with the inctools R package [14] and extensions thereto [15] .
Results
Calibrators and reproducibility on replicate control specimens
As reported in Table 1 , the mean OD for all Maxim LAg calibrators was 0.75 and for Sedia LAg was 0.65, a difference of about 15.4% of the lower Sedia value. When restricted to only the calibrators used for normalization-i.e., the median value of the three ODs obtained from triplicate testing on each plate-the coefficients of variation (CVs) of Maxim and Sedia calibrators were 9.3% and 14.2%, respectively. As shown in Figure 1 , Maxim calibrators produced meaningfully higher OD readings than the Sedia calibrators, with a difference in mean OD of 0.107 (95% CI: 0.090,0.123) and a p-value obtained using a Welch two-sample t-test <0.001.
Reproducibility on the three blinded control specimens was similar, with CVs on OD and ODn (across 25 replicates) slightly higher for Sedia. The Maxim assay produced lower ODn values on average, and a much lower mean ODn on the low-reactivity specimen (labelled BC-3), of 0.54 vs. 1.02 on the Sedia assay. In accordance with the manufactures' instructions for use, specimen BC-3 was subjected to triplicate confirmatory testing on both assays. The reported ODs were those obtained from the initial screening runs, and the mean and CV on ODn results were computed on the 25 final values. Figure 2 shows results of testing clinical specimens in the CEPHIA EP and the impact of the previously-noted higher Maxim calibrator readings. ODn values in Figure 2B are concentrated below the diagonal line, especially at lower ODn values in the range of plausible recency discrimination thresholds. In fact, correlation was stronger for non-normalized OD readings than for normalized ODn readings. The slope for OD in Figure 2A (1.048, 95% CI: 1.037,1.059) is closer to unity than the slope for ODn in Figure 2B (0.899, 95% CI: 0.888,0.911). The linear regression shown in Figure 2B was restricted to ODn values below 6. The Bland-Altman plots in Figure 2C and 2D show that the Maxim assay tends to produce lower OD readings than the Sedia assay on the low end of the dynamic range, and higher readings at the top end. When the calibrators are used to normalize, Maxim ODn values exhibit clear downward bias throughout the dynamic range. MDRI was estimated using treatment-naïve, non-elite controller subjects, with EDDI intervals ≤120 days. Using ODn ≤1.5, the MDRI for Maxim LAg, without using a supplemental viral load threshold, was 248 days (95% CI: 224,274), while the MDRI for Sedia LAg was 215 days (95% CI: 192,241). This resulted in a statistically significant estimated MDRI difference of 32.7 days (95% CI: 22.9,42.8). Applying a supplemental viral load threshold of >1,000c/mL resulted in MDRI estimates of 201 days (95% CI: 180,224) and 171 days (95% CI: 152,191) for Maxim and Sedia, respectively, with an MDRI difference estimated at 30.9 days (95% CI: 21.7,40.7). Table 2 shows MDRI estimates for all subtypes, and by subtype (B, C, D and A1), for a range of ODn thresholds in combination with a viral load threshold (>1,000c/mL). We did not observe statistically significant differences between subtype-specific MDRI estimates and the estimates for all other subtypes (using a two-sample -test) for either assay at any ODn threshold. MDRI estimates for a wider range of ODn and viral load thresholds are reported in the Appendix (Table A.1).
Performance on clinical specimens
The MDRI-against-threshold and (naïvely estimated) FRR-against-threshold trajectories for the two assays were similar as shown in Figures A.1 and A.2 in the Appendix, although the values at any given threshold differed. (The MDRI calibration curve has a characteristic kink at an ODn threshold of 2.0, the threshold that triggers confirmatory testing. This shape is expected, since there are more specimens with higher intrinsic reactivity, which through random fluctuation produce initial ODn values under the threshold and upon confirmatory testing is assigned a final value above-thus depressing the MDRI up to the retesting threshold.) While naïvely-estimated FRRs at a given threshold were not identical between the Maxim and Sedia assays, the differences were not statistically significant. The FRRs in ART-naïve subjects were 3.26% and 2.17% for Maxim and Sedia, respectively, at ODn ≤1.5, without using supplemental viral load. In combination with a viral load threshold of >1,000c/mL the FRRs were 1.69% and 1.12%, respectively. These estimates are shown in Table A .1 in the Appendix. Among treated subjects FRRs were extremely high when the RITA did not include a viral load threshold. In earlytreated subjects (time from infection to treatment initiation ≤6 months), the FRRs for Maxim and Sedia were 98% and 96%, respectively, and in later-treated subjects (time from infection to treatment initiation >6 months), FRRs were 38% vs. 33%, respectively. Using a supplemental viral load threshold reduced these FRRs to 0, given that all treated subjects in the CEPHIA panel were virally suppressed.
Performance in surveillance
The performance of the two assays in the three hypothetical surveillance scenarios defined earlier are summarised in Figures 3 and 4 . Figure 3 shows context-specific FRR against MDRI, for RITAs that included a viral load threshold of >1,000c/mL and where we assume that ART exposure testing reduces false recency in treated subjects to zero. Note that the MDRI values on the x-axis encode different ODn thresholds for the two assays. The FRR rises at slightly lower MDRIs for Sedia-based RITAs than for Maxim-based RITAs, in all three scenarios. To maintain FRRs below 2%, both assays require a choice of ODn threshold that produces maximal MDRIs of about 400 to 450 days. In the Appendix, we show context-adapted FRRs against ODn thresholds (Figure A.3) and we relax the assumption that ART exposure testing performs perfectly, instead assuming that it reduces false recency in treated subjects by an order of magnitude compared to that obtained in treated subjects when no supplementary viral load threshold is used. This is shown in Figures A.4 and A.5. Figure 4 shows the precision of the incidence estimate attained for a range of ODn thresholds in combination with a viral load threshold of >1,000c/mL. At each ODn threshold, assay-specific context-adapted MDRIs and FRRs were computed for use in the incidence calculation. In the South Africa-like scenario, Figure 4A , the lowest value of RSE on incidence attained with the Maximbased algorithm was 11.7% at ODn ≤3.0, and with the Sedia-based algorithm was 12.0% at the same ODn threshold. In the Kenya-like scenario, Figure 4B , the minimal RSE for Maxim was 27.2%, achieved at ODn ≤2.75, and for Sedia was 28.2% at ODn ≤3.0. In the North American key population-like scenario, Figure 4C , the lowest RSE for Maxim was 26.9% at ODn ≤3.25 and for Sedia was 28.9% at ODn ≤3.0. These nominally optimal thresholds were slightly different under the alternative assumptions shown in the Appendix (Figure A.4) . Context-specific MDRI and FRR estimates, and RSEs on incidence estimates, are reported in Table A .2 in the Appendix.
Discussion
The Maxim and Sedia LAg assays produce meaningfully different ODn results on the same specimens, largely as a result of higher calibrator readings obtained from the Maxim-supplied kit calibrators, and consequently, at any given ODn threshold, RITAs based on the two assays have different MDRIs and FRRs. It is inappropriate to utilize published MDRI and FRR estimates for one assay in survey planning and incidence estimation where the other assay is being used, or to switch from one assay to the other within a study.
It is possible to derive an approximate conversion factor (of 1.172) between ODn values of the two assays from the slopes of the regression curves shown in Figure 2A and 2B. It has further been suggested that a threshold of 1.5 on Maxim is equivalent to a threshold of 2.0 on Sedia, based on testing of a set of specimens, with reactivity spanning the dynamic range, with both assays (personal communication, B. Parekh). Our analysis does indeed show that these thresholds yield very similar MDRIs when used alone (248 days vs. 254 days), but the FRRs are also different. Applying a conversion factor to the Sedia results of repeat-tested specimens does not perfectly predict the Maxim ODn values obtained, and a preferable approach is therefore to use appropriately-estimated MDRIs and FRRs for any given RITA based on either assay. Our reproducibility analyses show little benefit to the normalization procedure, with both the Maxim and Sedia assays showing greater variability in ODn values than in the raw optical densities on blinded replicate specimens subjected to repeat testing. Further, the correlation between Maxim and Sedia optical densities was greater than between ODn measurements on the same specimens. However, at the time of each of these evaluations, kits and reagents were sourced at the same time, kits were from a small number of lots, and operators were highly experienced with assays. The purpose of the calibrators and normalization procedure is to reduce lot-to-lot variability and ensure stability of results over time and between manufacturers and laboratories. This goal requires that calibrators be highly consistent over time and between manufacturers, which is not currently the case. Fourteen laboratories participate in the NIAID-supported External Quality Assurance Program Oversight Laboratory (EQAPOL) proficiency testing program. This program assessed consistency of results between and within assay manufacturers, kit lots and participating laboratories using panels designed for quality assurance and proficiency testing, and found similar differences in calibrator reactivity and average ODn values between the two assays (Keating et al., forthcoming). External quality assurance is critical for ensuring consistency between laboratories and kit manufacturers. It should be noted that our evaluation of both assays was restricted to plasma specimens. Both manufacturers also produce kits for use with dried blood spot eluates, and it has been shown that specimen type further impacts performance [16] .
We did not observe any statistically significant subtype effects on MDRI, although point estimates differed substantially, especially with specimens from subtype D-infected subjects compared to subtypes B and C (Table 2) . With a larger dataset and more precise MDRI estimates, subtype differences may be visible.
Despite the systematic differences in calibrator readings and consequently in the ODn values obtained, performance of the two assays for incidence surveillance was virtually indistinguishableas long as appropriate assay-and context-specific MDRI and FRR estimates were used. As a result, different ODn thresholds were nominally optimal (i.e. produced the lowest variance on the incidence estimate). In all three hypothetical surveillance scenarios, ODn thresholds between about 1.5 and 3.0 (in combination with viral load), produced the best precision. It is critical, however, that appropriate MDRI and FRR estimates be used for the recency discrimination threshold chosen in order to obtain accurate incidence estimates. It should also be noted that the triplicate 'confirmatory' testing protocol mandates confirmatory testing when an initial ODn result is below 2.0, which may be problematic for RITAs that use ODn thresholds above the 'standard' threshold of 1.5. It would also be a different subset of specimens reflexed to confirmatory testing on the two assays. Consideration should be given to a modified testing protocol in which confirmatory testing is performed on a larger subset of (or even all) specimens.
A limitation of this study is that we did not have access to specimens from virally unsuppressed treated subjects, and we are therefore unable to rigorously estimate FRR in this group, which may be substantial in many surveillance settings [17] . We urge survey planners and analysts to conduct sensitivity analyses with respect to FRR when utilising either assay in cross-sectional incidence estimation.
Differences in ODn measurements between the Maxim and Sedia LAg assays on the same specimens largely resulted from differences in the reactivity of calibrators supplied by the manufacturers. This resulted in systematically lower ODn measurements on the Maxim assay than on the Sedia assay, and consequently longer MDRIs and larger FRRs at any given ODn recency discrimination threshold. While performance for surveillance purposes was extremely similar, different thresholds were optimal and different values of MDRI and FRR were appropriate for use in survey planning and incidence estimation. The two assays cannot be treated as interchangeable, should not be mixed within one study, and care should be taken when interpreting and comparing results. We summarize our recommendations based on this comparative evaluation in Table 3 . 
Software:
Although data capture and analysis software are similar, interpretive criteria for specific components differ.
The data analysis software is specific to each assay and laboratories should use the software supplied by the manufacturer.
Conversion:
Although it is possible to compute an approximate conversion factor, this does not perfectly predict equivalent ODn values.
Rather than converting results, appropriately-derived MDRI and FRR estimates should be utilized for each assay. The same ODn thresholds may not be optimal.
Descriptive title:
The names 'HIV-1 Limiting Antigen Avidity EIA' or 'LAg assay' do not distinguish between the two assays.
Users should clearly identify the manufacturer of the kits used, as well as specimen type, in all publications and reports.
Assay performance:
Despite differences in calibrator reactivity, and consequently in ODn values obtained on the same specimens, performance of the two assays for surveillance purposes was virtually indistinguishable.
Both manufacturers' assays are suitable for use, but they should not be mixed within studies, appropriate performance characteristic estimates must be used and care should be taken when comparing results. 
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